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Diabetes mellitus has been recognized as a risk factor for cardiovascular disease since the Framingham study in 1985[1]. Diabetes
predisposes to silent myocardial infarction and is traditionally associated with increased cardiovascular risk, including peri-operative cardiac risk. This association is reflected in the Goldman
index put forth in 1977 that stratifies diabetes as an intermediate
risk factor for poor outcome [2] and is still accepted today as a
predictor of cardiac death and morbidity after operations[3].
The relationship between diabetes and adverse postsurgical outcome is well known. A new relationship between hyperglycemia
and adverse outcome has come forth and highlights poorer outcomes for those presenting with acute illness and high glucose
levels. This relationship is interestingly stronger in non-diabetics.
For instance, patients presenting with acute myocardial infarction
in addition to hyperglycemia have worse outcomes than those
who do not, and this effect is greater non-diabetics [4]. The correction of hyperglycemia with insulin in patients with coronary
artery disease may not reduce mortality as evidenced by the DIGAMI trial [5]. Since critically ill patients with hyperglycemia on
admission are more likely to die [6], we suggest that it is may be a
marker of increased severity of illness, as was thought before the
Van den Berghe trial [7]. At this point we cannot conclude that
controlling glucose will not remedy this increased risk associated
with hyperglycemia, but studies are pointing to an effect beyond
what is correctable with insulin. A recent very large trial shows a
U-shaped relationship between glycemia and outcome in patients
with coronary artery disease [8]. The U-shape indicates that those
with both high and low glucose levels fare worse, but disappointingly, the moderate correction of the fasting glucose higher or
lower did not modify outcome [8].
Glucose and outcome have a similar relationship in intensive care
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medicine, as it is another situation where hyperglycemia itself, and
it seems especially in the absence of diabetes, is a harbinger of
poor outcome [9]. Hypoglycemia was also associated with poor
outcome as well [10]. This is indeed similar to the U-shape in
cardiac disease, and a similar relationship exists in patients with
traumatic brain injury [11]. Consequently, in many situations of
severe stress, glycemia at both ends of the glucose scale was associated with poorer outcome.
There must be an explanation for why both high and low glucose
levels are associated with poorer outcome other than simply control of diabetes because non-diabetic persons with disturbance
of glycemia fare worse[4,9]. Perhaps the best explanation lies in
understanding the effect of glucose levels on inflammation. It is
well known that hypoglycemia can have an adverse effect on cardiovascular risk because it can precipitate inflammation, endothelial dysfunction, coagulation abnormalities and dysrhythmias[12].
Hyperglycemia may also have an adverse effect on inflammation
under the effect of stress hormones [13] and the relative deficiency of the anti-inflammatory properties of insulin [14]. We suppose there may be a relationship between glucose and healing in
severe stress after surgery which is not directly related to glucose
levels but to relative insulin deficiency [13], in which insulin plays
a pivotal role in maintaining a balanced inflammatory response. If
a person post-surgery does not mount an appropriate inflammatory response, sepsis may set in and there is an exacerbation of
morbidity and mortality from sepsis and wound complications in
patients with hyperglycemia. On another hand, if that response
does not recede in a timely fashion, late death may occur due
to the complications of SIRS and sepsis. Lessons learned from
trauma indicate that intensive care medicine outcome is strictly
dependent on the initial immune response and on its subsequent
dampening. Here, the anti-inflammatory properties of insulin
may be important [15]. Thus, there are many instances where glucose and relative insulin level may exert an altering effect on the
inflammatory process.
We know that diabetes is associated with elevated glucose levels in
addition co-morbidities that by themselves worsen outcome such
as hypertension, kidney disease, and pulmonary disease. It is believed that the risk of diabetes itself is compounded by the cumulative risk of the associated co-morbidities. Inflammation would
theoretically also worsen the effect of those co-morbidities, and
this is especially true in patients with poorer lung function due
to diabetes-related vasculopathy [16]. Weaning in intensive care
would be harder, and the effect inflammatory process in the lungs
would be greater[16].
Current protocols pay special attention to the management of
peri-operative diabetes medications including oral medications
and insulin. However, only a few follow specific protocols for
those without overt diabetes. In fact, disorders in glucose metabo1
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lism may be unapparent in situations of normal stress and may
become apparent when stress levels increase during acute illness.
In context, it may be interesting to study outcomes in a subgroup
of patients with subclinical diabetes. Furthermore, a study of
glucose tolerance identifies another special subgroup of patients
with poor handling of glucose, but these may have normal fasting
levels and may or may not behave like diabetics when the stress
level is high but they are nil per os. Therefore, both the baseline
glucose tolerance and the effect of stress on glucose levels in a
particular individual may be parameters worth studying in a perioperative patient.
A traditional way to study diabetes is through animal models.
Those models are however intrinsically limited given that they
may capture only specific aspects of diabetes and because we now
know that diabetes in humans may be a slightly. Further models
are needed to model different aspects of the disease including
inflammation. The current models certainly are useful to model
hyperglycemia [17]. The results of such studies should, however,
be interpreted with caution because the process of inflammation in diabetics and the effect of diabetes on the vascular system
seems to be different in humans. Perhaps, more knowledge can
be extrapolated by studying specifically inflammation in situations
of stress as well.
Perhaps the relationship between glycemia-insulin and outcome
peri-operatively goes further to encompass the effects on the
immune system. We need to study outcomes in both diabetic
patients and non-diabetic patients because of the theorized differences in inflammatory responses. In addition to tailoring perioperative glucose-insulin management protocols to the severity
of diabetes itself, we feel that after studying the inflammatory
process in relation to insulin and glycemia, the results should factor into our management of peri-operative glycemia. New studies
are now concentrating on detecting the balance between insulin
availability and glucose metabolism [18]. Perhaps the interchange
can further be studied in relation to its effect on the level of inflammatory up or down-regulation. Since we know that glucose
affects inflammation, we should also study that relationship itself
in post-surgical stress to best understand it and its effect on outcome and to develop protocols to control the outcomes.
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